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ABSTRACT 
This is the final report for NASA Contract NAS 2-8664 , "An Analysis of Water in 
Galactic hurared Sources Using the NASA Lear Airborne Observatory. " 
We have completed a very successful program using the Grumman interferometer 
system on the NASA Lear Jet Airborne Observatory . Following a description of the instru-
mentation and data reduction procedures, a review is presented of the objects observed 
(standard stars, M stars , a nebula, planets, and the moon). The observing parameters are 
listed for each flight date. The spectra obtained from these data flights are presented, 
grouped by class of o~ject. A brief discussion is presented of how these spectra can be 
utilized. 
A number of presentations and publications have already resulted from this contract 
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This is the final repol't for NASA Contract NAS 2-8664, "Analysis of Water in 
Galactic Infrared Sources Using the NASA Lear Airborne Observatory, " from 2 January 1975 
to 31 March 1978. We describe the instrumentation used, the observational data obtained, 
and our analyses to date as well as the potential for future work. 
Observational data were obtained on every scheduled flight , and met or exceeded the 
contract requirements. fu addition, an order of magnitude better signal-to-noise ratio (SIN), 
was obtained than originally anticipated allowing the full resolution capability of the system to 
be realized. We report here in detail on those spectra with high SiN with all other spectra 
being available on request in a tape format. We have analyzed some of the surprisingly large 
quantity of excellent data, presented this material orally at meetings in the scientific com-
munity and published the detailed results in the open literature. (See Publications and 
Presentations section.) 
The objects observed are standard stars, M stars, a nebula, planets, and the moon. 
The M stars have large amounts of water in their atmosphere and can provide information 
about the evolution of water in the galax"y. The emission lines in the nebula (M 42 in Orion) 
are useful in determining the reddening and dust properties in the ionized region. The 
planetary observations reveal information on the physical properties of the atmosphere and 
surface, and the lunar observations observed through the earth's atmo~phere provide infor-
mation on the chemical composition of the stratosphere. The standard stars provide calibra-
tion checks on the above objects. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
fu the field of infrared astronomy the quality of the instrumentation used has always 
been a strong factor in determining the success of an experiment. This requirement is 
especially strong for airborne infrared astrc lomy. We report here on a general descriptior. 
of the Grumman Michelson interferometer instrumentation, and in particular, the design of 
the optics, and the use of advanced data reduction procedures. 
General Instrumentation 
The Michelson interferometer remains the ideal instrument to be used for the observa-
tion of water vapor in M stars and the interstellar medium. Its large throughput (no slits) and 
multiplexing ability (all wavelengths measured simultaneously) allows maximum efficiency 
when observing faint objects (K mag 0) at good wavelength resolution (2 cm -1) over a large 
bandpass (1. 5-3. 5 IJ. m). An entire spectrum is obtained in one 2-sccond sc~u1 with the SiN 
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improved by means of co-adding hundreds of scans. Guiding problems are thereby reduced 
over those required by a scanning spectrometer. 
The Lear Airborne Observatory, flying at 13.7 km (above the tropopause), reduces 
the overhead precipitable water vapor to less than 10 \.lorn compared to several mm (.ver a 
ground based observatory. The availability of frequent observing flights with the Lenr Jet 
allows us to observe how the properties of the M stars vary with phase. 
The configuration we use consists of a NASA heliostat and a vibration-isolated 30-cm, 
f/23 telescope hard-mounted to the interferometer assembly. Figure 1 shows a photograph 
of the system mowlted in the NASA Lear Jet. On the left is the heliostat mirror which com-
pensates for the airplane motions. The starlight comes in through the infrared transmitting 
cabin window (not shown) and Is reflected off the heliostat into the telescope shown in the 
center and extending to the right. Further to the right and lower in the picture is the mount-
ing platform containing foreoptics, dewars, and the interferometer. Figure 2 shows this 
same optical system schem~tically with more detail on the light path through the foreoptics 
and interferometer. The foreoptics is of a symmetric, dual beam type; only one side of the 
light path is shown traced to the detectors. The telescope is a folded Dall-Kirkham type 
designed by us to give a field of observation of 6.3 arc-minutes. This wide field is a neces-
sary requirement to observe the extended object in our program, M42 (the Orion Nebula). 
The Grumman interferometer system operates in a double beam, double detector configura-
tion to give automatic cancellation of the emitted light due to the sky, telescope, and inter-
ferometer. The detectors are nitrogen-cooled 1/2 mm hlSb cells with cold filter limited 
response out to 3.5 IJ.m, where the GE 105 window effectively stops transmitting. The 
interferometer is set to run at any resolution down to 2 em -1, which is the maximum possible 
with an f/23 beam. The telescope interferometer system floats on a foam pad resting on a 
plate bolted to the baggage compartment floor. The system has been developed to the point 
where both mechanical and electrical interference from the aircraft have been overcome. 
Our guiding telescope was initially capable of locating objects as faint as V = 10. This 
guider has been upgraded by the addition of an image intensifier. The visual magnitude limit, 
since we are looking through the main telescope, is now V = 12, which was sufficient for all 
our observations except for a few of the M stars at minimum phase. For all these obse:-:va-
tions offset guiding was used. 
Data from the interferometer were recorded on a instrumentation grade analog tape 
recorder and digitized on the growld after every flight. The digitization and co-adding was 
done on the Grumman Research Department's Portable Data Acquisition System which also 
allowed data to be sent by phone link back to the Department's 16K word computer. A 
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complete full resolution spectrum was computed and sent back to us at Ames for initial 
evaluation. We were then able to use this information in planning the observations for the 
next flight. For example, the interferometer mirror travel (which determines spectral 
resolution), and total observing time (which determines SIN) occasionally had to be changed 
based on previous flight data. One of the s~rong limitations of IR interferometry in the past 
has been the inability to look at the spectrum in "real time." Usually, the astronomer only 
sees a spectrum after he has left the observatory and finished his series of measurements. 
Our data system and the necessary computer programs are developed and have been used 
successfully for our four flight series. 
Optical Design 
An important source of progress in our optics laboratory has been use of a computer 
optical design capability, allowing us to design foreolJtics to mate the interferometer to var-
ious telescopes in a way that is optimum for the type of object to be observed. Figure 3 
shows a typical output from this program in which it was desired to fit the interferometer to 
an f/23 telescope with a 6. 3 arc -minute field of view. In thiR case, available room was also 
tightly constrained so that the beam had to be folded several times. Figure 4 shows a picture 
of this foreoptics system in our laboratory in preparation for testing with our interferometer 
and detectors. In this system, which is the one eventually used in the Lear, we have also 
included remotely adjustable alignment mirrors and focal plane guiding optics for ease of 
operation in an aircraft. We have used this system to make low resolution observations 
from the ground at our own laboratory, using a 30 cm highly folded telescope we designed and 
built at Grumman. Figure 5 shows an example of our results on a humid night. In addition 
to the atmospheric absorption by CO2, one can see the very strong water absorption features 
which confuse ground based astronomical observations of water. 
Data Reduction Procedures 
After every flight the tape recorder was taken froln the plane to the computing facility 
brought to the Ames Research Center. The tapes were first played through, and all verbal 
comments were transcribed along with a relative time code which was recorded on the tape 
prior to each flight. This code allows reliable repeat access to any region of the data and 
was found to be much more accurate than the conventional tape recorder foot counter. 
The tape recorder data channel was connected to a Hewlett Packard (HP) 5465A AID 
converter and the white light (start) and HeNe laser (sampling) channels were connected to a 
GAC-designed interface electronics unit which generates synchronized pulses and sends them 
to the AID unit. Synchronization with the desired data is thus assured independent of any 
tape recorder or interfeometer speed fluctuations. 
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A Texas Instrument Silent 700 Terminal with dual cassette reader was connected di-
rectly to the HP 21MX computer (a minicomputer) and the 21MX programs BABL8 and 
LEWDAL were loaded into the computer. These programs (stored on tape cassettes) were 
previously generated by the Grumman Research Department and allow the HP 21MX to 
interact with the larger time-sharing HP3000 computer located in the Research Department 
Computing Center in Bethpage, New York. From discussions wah HP, this represents the 
first successful attempt of a direct link between an HP3000 and an HP 21MX. 
A junction switch provides a TI terminal-HP3000 or HP 21MX-HP3000 connection 
through the phone lines. This transcontinental computer linkup has worked successfully 
and allows each night's data to be examined the next day. In the Jan/Feb 1976 series of 
flights, after the first 5 flights had demonstrated the good quality of the data we were obtain-
ing, we decided to increase the spectral resolution from 100 to 13.3 cm -1. Without the 
ability to see the finished spectra, we would have been more conservative in changing our 
resolution. 
A BASIC A/D program, which determines the number of interferogram scans to be 
co-added and the number of points to be digitized in each scan, is transmitted fro~ the 
HP3000 in Bethpage to the HP 21MX at Ames. The data tape is started at the desired scan 
and the digitization proceeds. Scans with the star in one aperture are co-added and the re-
sult subtracted from the co-added scans with the star in the other aperture. In this way the 
residual background from the sky, airplane, telescope, and interferometer is considerably 
reduced. The individual scans are visually monitored on an oscilloscope and any that are 
considered irregular Cilll be lmocked out of the co-adding process through a switch on the 
HP 21MX. After co-adding, the resultant digital interferogram is displayed on the HP 5460A 
display unit. If the interferogram has sufficient S/N it is transmitted in a packed format over 
the phone lines to the HP3000. The transmission takes about 4 minutes for 7100 points at 
1200 BAUD. If for any reason a "glitch" develops in the transmission due to noise on the 
long distance lines, the data can be retrieved by the computer and retransmitted without 
having to redigitize the data. 
All operations on the data are no"# done by the HP 3000 through the TI terminal. The 
data in the HP 3000 is unpacked (symbols converted to digital numbers) and the region near 
the interferogram white light point is h'ansmitted back and plotted on the terminal at Ames. 
To maximize observational efficiency, the interferogram is generated single-sided, 1. e. , 
the white light point is to one side of the data. This increases the S/N by 12 for a give:l 
observing time, but the interferogram needs to be phase corrected before the Fourier 
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transform can be taken. The phase correction technique used is that '1f Forman et al (1966) 
and the correction program PHASE is listed iIl the Appendix. 
This program symmetrizes the interferogram about the white light pointj hence, a 
cosine transform can be done or. the data. il fast cosine transform program HFFT (see 
Appendix) using the Cooley-Tukey method has been developed at GAC which is extremely 
efficient in computer core storage, i.e., the transform of ~192 points only needs 8200 stor-
age locations. This program also smooths the spectrum with a Hamming function (Blackman 
and Tukey, 1908) and interpolates for four points between each pair of output points for ease 
in line identification. To our lmowledge, no fast cosine transform program has previously 
been published which is even within a factor of two of the storage efficiency of this program. 
The spectral resolution is given by 
(
7901.14 \ 
t:.\! = 1. 815 * --N--) cm-1 
where N is the number of data points from the white light point, 7901.14 cm -1 is the Nyquist 
frequency when the He-Ne laser line at o. 63282 ~ m is u~ed as the interferogram digitizing 
clock (7901.14 cm -1 = 1/ [2 x .63282 x 10.-4 cm] ) and 1. 815 is the ra, :0 of the full-width 
at half maximum (FWHM) of the Hamming function to the frequency separat~.)n of the output 
spectral points (7901.14/N). TIlis frequency separ!'.tion also equals the first zero of the sinc 
f1.U1ction (sin(x)/x) which is the inherent apodization of the spectrum with no smoothing. The 
familiar "ringing" phenomenon is suppressed by convolving the spectrum with the Hamming 
function (Bell, 1972). 
-1 Selected regions of the complete spectrum, i.e., CO2 bands at 3700 cm ,are 
transmitted back to the TI terminal and plotted, and the S/N can be examined to see if it is 
sufficient. Since all the reduction procedures just described can be done after each flight, 
necessary changes to the equipment or experimental procedures can be made for subsequent 
flights. This real time look at the finished spectra has proven invaluable to the succ"ss of 
our program. Upon completion of the flight series and return home, all spectra are 
plotted on a TektronLx -1014 Graphics terminal antI a hard copy is made. 
OBSERVATIONS 
An observational data summary is presented in Tables lA and IB for tl~ 36 nights 
conducted in 1976 and 1977. Column 1 is the flight number, 2 is the flight date in U. T., 3 
lists the objects observed, 4, 5 and 6 are the interferometer settings (relative), 7 is the 
data filter in liz, 8 is the amplifier gain in db with the first value referring to the first ob-




explained at the bottom of Table lB. All observations used a 6.3 arc-min aperture ex-
cept for observations of the moon after Flight 17. 
The primary goal of our program is its scientific return. The spectra shown are the 
first step in obtaining this return, and are in compliance with the requirements of the con-
tract work statement. A brief discussion of some of the results follows. A list of spectra is 
given in Table 2 arranged by class of object-standard (non-variable) stars, M stars, nebula, 
planets, and stratospheric observations. Colwnn 1 is the object observed, 2 is the fl tght 
number, 3 is the date in U. T., 4 is the nwnber of scans, 5 is the spectral resolution in cm -1 
using Hamming apodization, 6 is the file name used for identificati '" purposes by the com-
puter, and 7 is the figure number in this report. 
For observations of the moon (diameter ~ 30 arc-minutes), two separate apertures 
(labeled L and R) were used and these are so labeled in Table 2 and in the figure. 
The wavenumber range shown in all spectra is 2800-6000 cm -1 with the limits being 
determined by the optical filter in front of the InSb detectors. 
The captions on all figures identify the object, the date of observation (U. T. ), and 
the resolution in cm -1 defined as the full-width at half maximum of the Hamming apodization 
function. For some of lohe spectra the resolution has been degraded from the maximum 
measured values to imprlwe the SiN value. 
Per the work statement, these spectra are shown in relative units uncorrected for 
frequency shift, instrument response, and residual telluric absorption. As such their pri-
mary ability is for spectroscopic identification of molecular features. However, we have 
reduced a number of selected spectra further for purposes of publication. An example of the 
technique used to reduce these spectra to :t.bsolute flu..xes in Janskys (1 J y = 10-
26w/m2/Hz) 
and true (laboratory) frequencies is discussed later in this report along with several 
samples of spectra so corrected. 
DISCUSSION OF SPECTRA 
The results of the observations presented in the previous section are now discussed 
according to class of object-standard s~ars, 1\1 stars, nebula, planets, ruld stratospheric 
observations. A brief discussion is given on important features seen in the spectra and on 
their significance. This is followed by examples of reduction to absolute flux. 
Standard Stars 
The standard (non-variable) stellar spectra are ShO\\-'l in Figures G - 23 for Ct Ori, Ct Tau, 
Q' Boo, ~ Cep, Q' Lyr and Q' C1I1a. The only stellar features easily seen are the first 
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TABLE 1A 1976 OBSERVATIONAL DATA 
Relative L1terferometer Settings 
(4) (7) (8) 
(1) (2) (3 ) Sweep (5) (6) Data Ampl (9~ (10) 
No. Date (UT) Object Length Velocity Offset Filter (Hz) Gain (db) Spectra Comments 
1 27 Jan 1\'Ioon , Venus 0.010 100 slow 846.5 50-160 15,40 A 
2 28 Jan cr C Ma, 01 Ori 0.010 100 s 846 . 5 50-160 35,35 A 
3 29 Jan RX Boo , 01 Tau 0.010 100 s 846.5 50-160 30,30 
-1 30 Jan ~ep 0.010 100 s 846.5 50 -1 60 30 
5 3 Feb O'C 1\1 a , 0I0ri 0.010 100 s 832 50-160 30 ,25 
6 5 Feb ~Ori 0.040 195 fast 750 100-315 35 QI Ori 
7 6 Feb RX Boo, Ole Ma , 0.040 195 f 750 100-315 45,45,40 RX Boo, 01 Tau 
01 Tau 
8 10 Feb Q' C Ma, Moon 0.040 195 f 750 100-315 45,10 Moon 
-oJ 
9 11 Feb Mars, Moon 0.040 195 f 750 100-315 50,10 Mars, Moon 
10 12 Feb Jupiter , Mira 0.040 195 f 750 100-315 40 ,40 Mira 
11 24 Aug Q' Boo 0.020 128 . 5 f 42(j 40-160 35 A 
12 25 Aug Q' Boo, RX Boo 0.270 370 f 120 250-1000 35,35 
13 26 Aug 01 Boo, RX Boo 0.270 370 f 120 250~1000 40,40 
14 27 Aug ::t Boo, RX Boo 0.270 370 f 120 250-1000 45,45 cr Boo, RX Boo 
15 31 Aug Q' Lyr, M42 0.020 128 . 5 f 426 40-160 45,45 
16 1 Sept U Ori, 01 Ori 0.270 370 f 120 250-1000 55,45 ::t Ori 
17 3 Sept 1\loon 0.270 370 f 120 250-10~0 15,45 Moon 
18 8 Sept 01 Lyr, 1\'142 0.047 185 f 391 80-315 45,45 B 
19 9 Sept 01 Lyr , 1\142 0.055 185 f 384 80-315 45, ~5 01 Lyr, M42 B 
20 10 Sept Q' Boo , 1\loon 0.270 370 f 123 250-1000 45,25 Moon B,C 
0394 ·001 
TABLE IB 1977 OBSERVATIONAL DATA (Cont) 
Relative Interferometer Settings 
(4) (7) (8) 
(1) (2) (3) Sweep (5) (6) Data Ampl (9) (10) 
No. Date (UT) Object Length Velocity Offset Filter (Hz) Gain (db) Spectra Comments 
21 8 Feb Ct CMa, ':! Ori 055 185 f 384 80-315 50,40 Ct CMa, Ct Ori 
22 9 Feb ex Cl\1a, 055 185 f 384 80-315 45 ex CMa 
Moon 270 370 f 123 250-1000 20 Moon C 
23 10 Feb tJ. Cep , Mira 055 185 f 38·4 80-315 45,40 ~ Cep, Mira 
24 11 Feb ex CIVla 055 185 f 384 80-315 45 ex CMa 
25 17 Feb RLeo, Venus 055 185 f 384 80-315 45,30 RLeo, Venus 
26 18 Feb RLeo 055 185 f 384 80-315 45 RLeo 
27 12 Oct UOri, Ct Ori 055 185 f 384 80-315 40,35 Ct Ori D 
28 13 Oct UOri, Ct Ori 053 185 f 
00 
384 80-315 50,40 Ct Ori D 
29 14 Oct UHer, Mira 055 185 f 384 80-315 45,45 Mira D 
30 18 Oct RLeo 020 228.5 f 429.5 100-315 40 RLeo D 
~ Cep 055 185 f 384 125-315 40 ~ Cep D 
31 19 Oct UHer 020 228.5 f 429.5 100-315 50 UHer D 
32 20 Oct Moon 270 370 f 123 250-1000 30 Moon C,D 
RAql O~O 228.5 f 429.5 !00-315 40 RAql D 
33 21 Oct UHer 020 228 .5 f 429.5 100-315 45 D 
Mira 055 185 f 384 125-315 45 D 
34 26 Oct Ct Ori 020 228.5 f 429.5 100-315 45 ex Ori D 
35 27 Oct Ct Ori, M 42 020 228.5 f 430 80-250 40,45 Ct Ori, M42 D 
36 28 Oct Mars 055 185 f 385 125-315 50 Mars D 
Ct CMa 020 228.5 f 430 80-250 45 Ct CMa D 
Comments: 
A. Deway D 11 (rear) only 
B. BlockJlg filter with long wavelength cutoff of 3.15 ~ m used. All other flights used filter with cutoff of 3. 55 \.~ m. 
C. One al'c-minute limiting aperture placed in front of Dewar D 10 (front) for moon observation to increase spectral 
Resolution. Dewar D 11 (rear) was disconnected. 
D. Observations were conducted using a quartz window (SIN 016) which contained water of hydration bands. 
TABLE 2 LIST OF SPECTRA - STANDARD STARS 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (G ) (7) 
- 1 Object FIt Date (lIT) No . Scans Resol . (cm ) File Nmnc Fig. NO. 
ct Ori G 5 Feb 1!)76 G4 !.3~ 3 AORI6SP Ga, b 
a Ori 16 t Sep 1976 170 1. 8 AORll GSP 7a, b, c, d 
::t Ori 16 1 Scp 1976 100 3.1 AORI16S1 8a, b, c, d 
i:t Ori 21 8 Feb 1!)77 250 9 . 9 AOR121SP 9a, b 
Ct Ori 27 12 Oct 1977 200 9.9 AORl27S1 lOa, b 
ct Ori 28 13 Oct 1977 140 9.9 AORl28SP lla, b 
a Ori 3--1 26 Oct 1977 100 :\7. 7 ·\ORI34SP 12 
Ct Ori :~5 27 Oct 1977 150 37 . 7 AORI35SP 13 
Ct Tau 7 G Feb 1976 140 1:3. 3 ATAU7SP 14a, b 
.:t Boo 14 27 Aug 1971J 170 1.8 ABOO14S1 15a, b, c , d 
ct Boo 14 27 Aug 197G 100 2 . 1 ABOO14SP 1Ga, b , c, d 
~ Cep 23 10 Feb 1977 :WO 29 . 9 MCEP23S2 17 
~ Cep 30 18 Oct 1977 100 :..!n.9 MCEP30SP 18 
i:t Lyr 19 9 Scp 1976 500 5G.0 ALY19BSP 19 
"CMa 21 S Feb 1!l77 180 29 . 9 ACM21S1 20 
Ct CMa 22 9 Feb 1977 200 29.<) ACM22S2 21 
~I CMa 24 11 Feb 1977 120 ~9.9 ACM24S1 22 
"CMa 3G IS Oct 1977 100 37.7 ACM36SP 23 
M STARS 
RX Boo 7 (i Feb 197G 1GO 29.9 RB007SP 24 
RX Boo 1--1 27 Aug 197G ~OO 29.9 RBOOl--1S2 25 
Mira 10 12 Feb 1976 290 13 . ;.~ MIRAI0S P 2Ga, b 
Mi'~a 2:\ 10 Feb 1977 ~100 9 . !) MIRA;\3SP 27a, b 
Mira 23 10 Feb 1977 150 L3. :1 MIRA23S1 28a, b 
Mira '~9 1--1 Oct 1 !)77 100 :W . 9 l\lIRA29SP 29 
R Leo 25 17 Feb 1977 100 9.<) RLE025SP 30a, b 
11 Leo 26 18 Feb 1977 380 9.9 RLE02GS1 3b, b 
H Leo 2G 18 Feb 1977 200 9.9 RLE026S2 32a, b 
R Leo 2G IH Feb 1977 300 1:\.:\ RLE02GS3 33a, b 
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TABLE 2 (Cont) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
-1 Object FIt Date (UT) No. Scans Resol (cm ) File Name Fig. No. 
M STARS (Cont) 
RLeo 30 18 Oct 1977 350 37.7 RLE030SP 34 
U Her 31 19 Oct 1977 150 37.5 UHER31S1 35 
RAql 32 20 Oct 1977 350 37.3 RAQL32SP 36 
NEBULA 
M 42 19 9 Sep 1976 500 56.0 M4219ASP 37 
M 42 19 9 Sep 1976 500 56.0 M4219AB 38 
M 42 35 27 Oct 1977 300 56 .0 M4235S1 39 
PLANETS 
Venus 25 17 Feb 1977 250 9.9 VEN25SP 40a, b 
Mars 9 11 Feb 1976 288 13.3 MARS9SP 41a, b 
Mars 36 28 Oct 1977 100 29.9 MARS36S1 42 
STRA TOSPHERIC OBSERVATIONS 
Moon (L) 
.8 10 Feb 1976 30 13.3 MOON8LSP 43a, b 
Moon (R) 8 10 Feb 1976 15 13.3 MOON8RSP 44a, b 
Moon (L) 9 11 Feb 1976 1:3 13.3 MOON9I.BP 45a, b 
Moon (R) 9 11 Feb 197!) 15 13.3 MOON9RSP 46a, b 
Moon (L) 17 3 Sep 1976 40 1.3 MOON17L 47a, c, e, g 
Moon (R) 17 3 Sep 1976 50 l.q MOON17R 47b, d, f, h 
Moon (L) 20 10 Sep 1976 15 ~.1 MOON20U 48a, c, e, g 
Moon (R) 20 10 Se}) 1976 15 2.1 MOON20R1 48b, d, f, h 
Moon (L) 22 9 Feb 1977 18 2.1 MOON22Ll 49u, c, e, g 
Moon (R) 22 9 Feb 1977 26 2.1 MOON22R1 49b, d, f, h 
Moon (R) 32 20 Oct 1977 100 1.8 MOON32R GOa, b, c, d 
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12 16 13 16 ,-1 
overtone brulds of C 0 and C 0 (4000-4360 cm ) for the four late type stars. Other 
stellar features are much weaker . The spike in the ex Lyr spectrum (Fig. 19) at 3250 cm-1 
is a result of wlcrulcelled backgroWld. The ex CMa spectra (Fig. 20-23) are noisy but provide 
a check on our calibration tec1miques. 
!VI Stars 
The M (variable) stars are shown in Figures 24-36 for RX Boo, Mira, R Leo, U Her 
-1 
and R Aql. Strong, broad steam bands '.:entered at 3700 and 5300 cm ,as well as the first 
12 16 13 16 -1 . 
overtone brulds of C 0 and C 0 (4000-4360 cm ) are seen ill all stars. 
Using the best available stellar model atmospheres and a line parameter atlas of high 
temperature steam, information about the temperature, water abwldance , and surface gravity 
of the stars can be e)\.'tracted. 
Nebula 
The bright nebula M42 in Orion is shown in relative wlits in Figures 37 and 39 and in 
JanskY'S in Fig. 38. The absolute curve for M42 was obtained by dividing the relative M42 
curve (Fig. 37) by ex Lyr taken the same night and at the same air mass (Fig. 19) ruld then 
multiplying by the know11 filL" of ex Lyr. The K magllitude at 4545 cm -1 (2. 2 um) is +1.7 
with a 6.3 arc-min FOV centered on 91 Ori. The M42 data of Flt. 35 (Fig. 39) is noisy and 
was not red-,lCed to absolute lU1its as no suitable calibration object was obsp.rved during that 
flight series (Oct. 1977). The strong hydrogen cmission lines of Paschen ex (5:1:1:l em-I), 
Brackett S (3809 em -1) ruld possibly Brackett y (4618 cm-1) are seen ruld identified in the 
figures. 
Planets 
The two plrulets Venus and Mars are shown in Figures 40-42. strong CO _)bands at 
-1 -1 -4850, 4980, ruld 5110 cm and the wing of tht: very strong band at 3750 cm is seen on 
both planets, with Venus showing adclitional brulds at 4600 and 5300 em-I. 
Modeling of the Martian atmosphere permits the extraction of Martian soil reflectance 
in the CO2 bands centered at 3657 cm-
1
• We have concluded that the l\'lartian soil surface 
near-infrared optical properties are consistent with a soil composition similar to montmoril-
lonite or limonite , mixed with a basalt Egan ~t ~!, 1978). Also, it was fOlU1c\ that the non-
dust storm aerosol conditions existing in the Martian atm05phere can influence CO2 line 
shapes and, hence, the average trrulsmission. Thus, planetary spectroscopic studies c1ealing 
with phenomena such as radiation transport, atmospheric circulation, weather, Md compo-
sition should take aerosol effects into accoWlt (Egan ~t a!.. 1977). 
J1 
Stratospheric Observations 
The physical properties of the stratosphere can be probed using the Moon as a source 
as was done for six flights (Fig. 43-50) over the two-year period 1976-1977. Methane (3018 
-1 -1 -1 
em ). CO2 (3500-3800 cm ). H20 (3750-4000 cm ) and other molecules can be identified 
from the spectra. The tot al colunll density of methane was fOWld to be 5.8 x 1018 molecules/ 
cm
2 
above 14 Ion on 20 October 1977 (Smith and Hilgeman. 1978). This is equivalent to a 
mean mixing ratio of 1. 9 ppmv, a value about 30% higher than other investigators have fow1d for 
for the daytime stratosphere. Figures 43-47 were obtained with a beam size of 6.3 arc-min 
which has a limiting resolution of 10 cm -1. The resolution shO\\1l on Fig. 47 (R=1. 8 cm-l ) 
is not the actual resolution but what would be obtained if the beam size were reduced. 
Figures 48-50 were measured with a beam of 1 arc-min which corresponds to a limiting 
resolution of 2 em-I. A blocking filter with 101lg wavelength cutoff of 3.15 \J. m (3170 cm -1) 
was used on Fit. 20 (Fig. 48) preventing the strong CH4 bands centered at 3018 cm-
l 
from appearing. This cutoff filter was used for the M42 data of Fit. 19 (Figs. 37 and 38) 
and could not be replaced in time for Flt. 20. 
Examples of Reduction to Absolute Flux 
A discussion will now be given for converting the above spectra which are shown in 
relative writs to absolute flu..'{ in Janslqrs (1 Jy=10-26W/m2/Hz) and true (laboratory) fre-
quencies. The frequency can be corrected for by measuring lines of known frequency in the 
observed spectra, i.e. telluric H20 rmd CH4 and plotting [\I (true) - v (meas)] vs \I (meas). 
This is done for the ~ Ori spectrum of FIt. 21 (Fig. 9) and the Moon spectrum of Flt. 
22 (File MOON22Ll, Fig. 49) both at a resolution of 9.9 cm -1. The results are shown in 
Fig. 51 where it is seen that the change between \I (true) and \I (meas) is about one-half of a 
resolution element (5 cm -1). The least square best fits from Fig. 51 are now applied to the 
spectra of ex Ori and the Moon to correct the frequencies. 
The spectrum of 01 Ori can now be divided by that of the Moon where the IWlar spectrum 
is assumed to have both a thermal component (3030K) and a l'eflected component (GOOOoK, 
albedo.Ol). The absolute flux of ex Ori is normalized to 2.59 x 104 Jy at 4545 cm -1 (K mag =-= 
-4.0) and is shown in Fig. 52. The strong depression of the continuum from 4000-4400 cm-l 
is caused by the first overtone brand of CO. Ideally, both the response of the telescope-
interferometer system as well as the effect of the telluric absorption lincs should divide out. 
Inspec\;!c'l of Fig. 52 shows residual CO2 bands in the region 4800-5200 cm -1, as well as 
strong r.bsorption in the 3550-3800 cm -I region which has been blocked out. The noise in the 
-1 
spectrum from 5200-5800 cm is produced by the small value of the flux of both Ct' Ori amI 
the 1"100n in this region. 
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Figure 53 shows the results of a sinillar reduction for ex Tau observed on 6 Feb 1976 
(Fit 7) with epectral resolution 13.3 cm -1. The region of the hot CO bands is shown with 
resolution 7.3 cm -1 (sinc apodization). Line identification is facilitated with sinc apodization, 
though the line shapes at'e distorted. The first overtone bands of 12C160 and 13C160 are 
shown. 
Mars is shown in absolute units in Fig. 54 for 11 Feb 1976 (FIt 9) with resolution 13.3 
-1 -1 -1 
cm • The CO2 bands at 4800-5100 cm , H20 bands at 3800-4000 cm and water of 
hydration bands 2900-3750 cm -1 are shown. A line by line atmospperic modeling program 
has provided an analysis of these bands (Egan, et al, 1977, 1978). This modeling is necessary 
as the vibration-rotation lines of CO2 are saturated in both the telluric and M:u'tian spectra, 
and therefore add in a nonlinear way. 
Figure 55 is a spectrum of Mira (0 Cet) for 12 Feb 1976 (FIt. 10) ,vith resolution 
13.3 cm-1 (solid lines). A theoretical model by Auman (1969) (dashed curve) with Te = 
20000 K, log g = -2 has been fit to the observed data and shows good agreement with the hot 
steam bands centered at 3700 and 5300 cm -1, but has too much flu.x in the region 3900-
-1 4500 cm . This is to be expected as no CO band absorption was included in the model. 
SUMMARY 
During the period reported on, we built our optical system, developed a new and wlique 
computer capability, and successfully took data on every flight scheduled. The data taken 
represent a scientific return an order of magnitude better than anticipated and should provide 
a fertile source for theoretical analysis for years to come. 
The excellent performance of the optical system served to validate our computer-aided 
optical design capability and demonstrated the predicted wavelength resolution limit of 
2.1 cm-1. hl addition, the image quality for visual acquisition and guidance has been 
sufficient to enable us to observe stars do\\n to V = 12 magnitude, an important consideration 
for some of the very red stars we have measured. 
Our new computet' capability has proven its worth by allowing us to make flight program 
decisions between each flight. The flexibility of its design became apparent when we had 
to reconfigure it to handle an order of magnitude greater data load than we had originally 
anticipated. 
Another important measure of performance is reliability, and this is especially true 
for limited observing time programs. We were ready to take data for each scheduled flight, 
thus avoiding any wasted flight time. OUr data improved Mth each flight in a s edes 
(see Table 1) as we became aware of the potential of our equipment and kept "pushing" it 
13 
\ 
further. Surprisingly little modification to our basic design was needed to achieve the 
order of magnitude improvement we eventually obtained. 
We have presented some of the better spectra obtained, illustrating spectra of 
standard stars, M stars, a 'nebula, planets and the moon. The spectra show an unprecenented 
capability to view at good spectral resolution through the hitherto opaque (near-ffi) water 
bands. Water has been seen in the M stars, and in the surface of Mars. The full significance 
of these observations will take time to develop, but we have clearly demonstrated the 
capability to acquire data never seen before. 
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Fig. 1 Grumman FTS System Installed in NASA l ear Jet. 
Grumman Designed and Constructed Interferometer 
and Telp-scope System Shown as It Appeared After 
Flight Qualification Tests. Telescope looks Through 
the Airplane Window (Not Shown) by Means of a 
Reflection Off the Airplane Motion Compensator. 
Entire Optical System Sits on a Vibration Isolated 
Platform 
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Fig. 2 Schematic Optical System of Tele.cope and Interferometer 
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Fig. 3 Opt ical Design Ray Trace Diagram Shows Path of Travel of Extreme and Center Rays of f/23 Beam as They 
are Reflected from a Field Mirror, a Collimating Mirror, the Interferometer, a Focusing Mirror, and a Folding 
Mirror to Reach the Detector Lens. Abscissa and Ordinate are Distances in Inches (Different Scales). Computer 
Aided Optical Design of This Type Allows Simulation of Proposed Systems Before they are Built 
INTERFEHDMETER DETE CTOR 
Fig. 4 Completed System Ready for Testing. The 
Grumman Designed and Built Optical System 
Indicated in Figure 3 is Shown Here in a Com-
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ATMOSPHERIC CO2 ~ ABSORPTION I 
4200 5400 6000 
Fig. 5 Lunlr Spectrum Tlken from Ground at Grummln. Test Spectrum 
Shows elrth'. Atmo.pheric Absorption Felture. Due to C02 and 
Wlter. Plot Shows Inten.ity of Lunar Signal (Uncorrected for Sy.-
tem Re.ponse) Ver.us Wavenumber in Inverse cm. Strong Water 
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Fig. 7a Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 1 Sept 1976 in 2800-3600 em-1 Region at 
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Fig.7b Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 1 Sept 1976 in 3600-4400 em·1 Region at 
1.8 em·1 Resolution. 
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Fig.7e Speetrum of Alpha Ori on 1 Sept 1976 in 4400-5200 em·1 Region at 
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Fig. 7d Speetrum of Alpha Ori on 1 Sept 1976 in 5200-6000 Region at 1.8 
em-1 Resolution. 
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Fig. Sa Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 1 Sept 1976 in 280~3600 em-1 Region 
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Fig. 8b Spectrum of Alpha Ori on' Sept '976 in 3600·4400 em-' Region at 
2.' em -, Resolution. 
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Fig. 8e Spectrum of Alpha O,i on' Sept '976 in 4400·5200 em·1 Region at 
2.' em-' Resolution. 
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Fig.8d Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 1 Sept 1976 in 5200-6000 cm-1 Region at 
2.1 cm-1 Resolution. 
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Fig. 9a Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 8 Feb 1977 in 2800-4400 cm-1 Region at 
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Fig.9b Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 8 Feb 1977 in 4400·6000 em-1 Region at 
9.9 em-1 Resolution. 
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Fig. lOa Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 12 Oct 1977 in 2800-4400 em-' Region 
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Fig.10b Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 12 Oct 1917 in 4400-6000 em-1 Region 
at 9.9 em-' Resolution . 
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Fig, 11a Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 13 Oct 1977 in 2800-4400 em-1 Region 
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Fig. 11b Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 13 Oct 1977 in 4400-6000 em" Region 
at 9.9 em" Resolution. 
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Fig. 12 Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 26 Oct 1977 in 2800-6000 em·1 Region It 
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Fig. 13 Spectrum of Alpha Ori on 27 Oet 1971 in 2800-6000 em'1 Region 
at 37.7 em'1 Resolution. 
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Fig.14a Spectrum of Alpha Tau on 6 Feb 1976 in 2800-4400 em'1 Region 
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Fig. 14b Spectrum of Alpha Tau on 6 Feb 1976 in 4400·6000 em·1 Region 
at 13.3 em·1 Resolution. 
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Fig. 151 Spectrum of Alpha Boo on 27 _o\ug 1976 in 2800·3600 em·1 Region 
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Fig. 15b Spectrum of Alpha Boo on 27 Aug 1976 in 3600-4400 em-1 Region 
at 1.8 em-1 Resolution. 
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Fig.15c Spectrum of Alpha Boo on 27 Aug 1976 in 4400·5200 em·1 Region 
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Fig. 15d Spectrum of Alpha Boo on 27 Aug 1976 in 5200-6000 em·1 Region 
at 1.8 em·1 Resolution. 
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Fig. 161 Spectrum of Alphl Boo on 27 Aug 1976 in 2800·3600 em-1 Region 
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Fig.16b Spectrum of Alphl Boo on 27 Aug 1976 in 3600-4400 em' l Region 
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Fig. 16c Spectrum of Alphl Boo on 27 Aug 1976 in 4400,5200 em' l Region 
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Fill. 16d Spectrum of Alpha Boo on 27 Aug '976 in 5200-6000 em-' Region 
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Fig. 18 Spectrum of Mu Cep on 18 Oct 1977 in 2800-6000 em-1 Region 
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Fig_ 19 Speer."r,. of Alpha Lyr on 9 Sept 1976 in 2800-6000 em-1 Region 
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Fig. 20 Spectrum of Alpha CMa on 8 Feb 1977 in 2800·6000 em'1 Region 
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Fig. 21 Spectrum of Alpha CMa on 9 Feb 1977 in 2800·6000 em·1 Region 
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Fig. 22 Spectrum of Alpha CMa on 11 Feb 1977 in 2800-6000 cm-1 Region 
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Fig. 23 Spectrum of Alpha CMa on 18 Oct 1977 in 2800·6000 cm·1 Region 
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Fig. 24 Spectrum of RX Boo on 6 Feb 1976 in 2800·6000 em·1 Region 
at 29.9 em·1 Resolution. 
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Fig. 25 Spectrum of RX Boo on 27 Aug 1976 in 2800·6000 em·1 RS:lion 
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Figure 26a. Spectrum of Mira on 12 Feb 1976 in 2800-4400 em-1 Region 
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Fig. 26b Spectrum of Mira on 12 Feb 1976 in 4400-6000 em -1 Region 
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Fig.27a Spectrum of Mira on 10 Feb 1977 in 2800-4400 em-1 Region 
at 9.9 em-1 Resolution. 
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Fig.27b Spectrum of Mira on 10 Feb 1977 in 4400-6000 em·1 Region 
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Fig.28a Spectrum of Mira on 10 Feb 1977 in 28004400 em·1 Region 
at 13.3 em·1 Resolution. 
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Fig. 28b Spectrum of Mira on 10 Feb 1977 in 4400·6000 em·1 Region 
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Fig. 29 Spectrum of Mira on 14 Oct 1977 in 2800-6000 em-1 Region 
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Fig.30a Spectrum of R Leo on 17 Feb 1977 in 2800-4400 em'1 Region 
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Fig.30b Spectrum of R Leo on 17 Feb 1917 in 4400-6000 em-1 Region 
at 9.9 em-1 Resolution_ 
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Fig. 31. Spectrum of R Leo on 18 Feb 1917 in 2800-4400 em-1 Region 
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Fig.31b Spectrum of R Leo on 18 Feb 1977 in 4400,6000 em'1 Region 
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Fig.32a Spectrum of R Leo on 18 Feb 1977 in 2800-4400 em'1 Region 
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Fig.32b Spectrum of R Leo on 18 Feb 1977 in 4400"6000 em"1 Region 
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Fig.33a Spectrum of R Leo (In 18 Feb 1977 in 2800-4400 em·1 Region 
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R·13 3 CM-l 
Fig. 33b Spectrum of R Leo on 18 Feb 1977 in 4400-6000 em-1 Region 
at 13.3 em-1 Resolution. 
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Fig. 34 Spectrum of R Leo on 18 Oet 1977 in 2800-6000 em-1 Region 
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Fig. 35 Spectrum of U Her on 19 Oct 1977 in 2800-6000 cm-1 Region 
at 37.5 cm -1 Resolution. 
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Fig. 36 Spectrum of R Aql on 20 Oct 1977 in 2800·6000 cm-1 Region 
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Fig. 37 Spectrum of M 42 on 9 Sept 1976 in 2800,6000 cm,1 Region 
at 56.0 em" Resolution. The Hydrogen Emission Lines Paschen Q , 
Brackett (3, and Brackett "Y are Shown. 
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Fig. 38 Spectrum of M 42 on 9 Sept 1376 in 2800,6001) r.m" Region It 
56.0 cm,1 Resolution in Jlnsky •. The Hydrogen Emission Line., 
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Fig.39 Spectrum of M 42 on 27 Oct 1977 in 2800-6000 cm-1 Region at 
56.0 cm-1 Resolution. The Hydrogen Emission Lines Paschen 'et 
and Brackett -y are Shown. 
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Fig.40a Spectrum of "enus on 17 Feb 1977 in 2800-4400 em-1 Region 
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Fig.40b Spectrum of Venus on 17 Feb '977 in 4400·6000 em·' Region 
at 9 .9 em-' Resolution. 
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Fig. 41a Spectrum of Mars on "\ fp.b 1Cj76 in 2800·4400 em·' Region 
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Fig.41b Spectrum of Mars on 11 Feb 1976 in 4400-6000 em-1 Region 
at 13_3 em-1 Resolution. 
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Fig. 42 Spectrum of Mars on 28 Oct 1977 in 2800-6000 cm-1 Region 
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Fig.43a Spectrum of Moon on 10 Feb 1976 in 2800-4400 em,1 Region 
at 13.3 em,1 Resolution. 
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Fig.43b Spectrum of Moon on 10 Feb 1976 in 4400,6000 em'1 Region 
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WAVE NUMBER <[M-i> 
Fig.44a Spectrum of Moon on 10 Feb 1976 in 28()()'4400 em'1 Region 
at 13.3 em·1 Resolution. 
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Fig.44b Spectrum of Moon on 10 Feb 1976 in 4400-6000 em·1 Region 
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Fig. 45a Spectrum of Moon on 11 Feb 1976 in 280()'4400 Region 
at 13.3 em·1 Resolution. 
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Fig. 45b Spectrum of Moon on 11 Feb 1976 in 4400·6000 Region 
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Fig. 46a Spectrum of Moon on 11 Feb 1976 in 2800·4400 em·1 Region 
at 13.3 em·1 Resolution . 
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Fig. 46b Spectrum of Moon on 11 Feb 1976 4400·6000 em·1 Region 
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Fig. 47a,b Spectrum of Moon on 3 Se:)t 1976 in 2800·3600 cm-l region 
at 1.8 cm-l resolution . Upper curve (a) is L aperture and lower 
curve (b) is R aperture . 
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Fig. 47c, d Spectrum of Moon on 3 Sept 1976 in 3600-4400 cm-l region 
at 1.8 cm·l resolution. Upper curve (c) is L aperture and lower 
curve (d) is R aperture. 
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Fig. 47e,f Spectrum of Moon on 3 Sept 1976 in 5200·6000 em·1 region 
at 1.8 em·1 resolution. Upper curve (e) is L aperture and low· 
er curve (f) is R aperture. 
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Fig. 47g,h Spectrum of Moon on 3 Sept 1976 in 4400-6000 em·1 region 
at 1.8 em·1 resolution. Upper curve (g) is L aperture and low· 
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Fig. 48a,b Spectrum of Moon on 10 Sept 1976 in 2800-3600 em·1 region 
at 2.1 em-1 resolution. Upper curve (a) is l aperture and low-
er curve (b) is R aperture. 
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Fig.48c,d Spectrum of Moon on 10 Sept 1976 in 3600-4400 cm·1 region 
at 2.1 em-1 resolution. Upper curve (c) is l aperture and low-
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Fig. 488,f Spectrum of Moon on 10 Sept 1976 in 4400·5200 em·1 region 
at 2.1 em·1 resolution. Upper eurve (e) is L aperture and lower 
eurve (f) is R aperture . 
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Fig.48g,h Spectrum of Moon on 10 Sept 1976 in 5200·6000 em·' region 
at 2.1 em·' resolution. Upper eurve (g) il L aperture and lower 
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Fig.49a,b Spectrum of Moon on 9 Feb 1977 in 2800-3600 cm-1 region 
at 2.1 cm-1 resolution . Upper (a) is L aperture and low· 
curve (bl is R aperture. 
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Fig.49c,d Spectrum of Moon on 9 Feb 1977 in 3600-4400 cm-1 region 
at 2.1 em-1 resolution . Upper curve (c) is L aperture and low· 
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Fig. 4ge,f Spectrum of Moon on 9 Feb 1977 n 4400-5200 cm-1 region 
at 2.1 cm·1 resolution. Upper CUI ve Ie) is L aperture and low· 
er curve If) is R aperture. 
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Fig.49g,h Spectrum of Moon on 9 FIb 1971 in 5200-6000 em-1 region 
at 2.1 em-1 resolution. Upper curve Ig) i. L aperture and low· 
er curve Ih) i. R liperturl. 
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Fig. 50a ~~ t;trum of Moon on 20 Oct 19n in 2800·3600 cm·' region 
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Fig.50b Spectrum of Moo,. on 20 Oct '9n in 360()'4400 cm·' region 
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Fig. SOC Spectrum of Moon on 20 Oct 1977 in 4400-S200 cnd region 
at 1.8 cm-l resolution. 
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Fig.5Od Spectrum of Moon on 20 Oct 1977 in 5200-6000 cm-l region 
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Fig. 51 Frequency Calibration of Alpha Ori and Moon . A Least Squares 
Straight Line Has Been Fit to the Data Which is Used to Correct 
the Measured Frequencies in the Spectra l' (Meas) to Laboratory 
Frequencies l' {True}. 
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R·9 9 CM-l 
ALP HA ORI 
Fig . 52 ~rcctrum of Alpha Ori on 8 Feb 1977 in 2800·6000 cm·1 Region 
at 9.9 cm·1 Resolution in Janskys (10.26 W/m2/H.d . Ti ll: CO L i nc~ 
at 4000·4360 em·1 Are Shown. 
~--.------------------------------------------~ 
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Fig. 53 CO Bands of ex Tau With Spectral Resolution 7 .3 em·1 (Sine Apodization). The First 
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WAVENU~BER ([~-1) 
Fig. 54 Spectrum Of Mars. 11 Feb 1976 With Spectral Resolution 1 3.3em-1. C02 Bands At 4800-5100 em·1• 






























W AVE~UMBER ([ M- 1) 
Fig. 55 Mira (II Cet), 12 Feb. 1976 With Spectral Resolution 13.3cm·1 (Solid Line). A Theoretical Model 
Of Auman, 1969 (Dashed Curve) Has Been Fit To Observed Data And Shows Good Agreement With Hot Water 
Bands Centered at 3700 and 5300 cm·1, But The Model Predicts Too Much Flux In Region Of 3900-4500 cm·1. 
This is To Be expected as No CO Band Absorption Was Included In Model 
(j7 
APPENDIX 
BASIC programs, PHASE, and HFFT used in the data reduction procedure are 





!' 1,\ 'i E 
10 R£'I Nl IS NO. OF ~'UI N r'l I'J I'JH. q F E~I)G~"'I ( I·I~X = 7100) 
20 '~E'" N IS NU. OF POU' r !i JS::J TU r,E 'JE :Udf P'il\')ES 
)n 't:'1 N9 IS I'OSUIO:\! Of SY'1 '.Ir: TllY PUI'JT 'JF I'JE~FE~ O :;r(4'1 
Ittl ,(E).1 ~9 IS NO. OF I' l tA~E CO ·N . O c..SI~ED 
511 ~E"1 NT IS I.t: NGTH UF CU rPJO LVING FCT~I. 
flO JIM j((1l00).y[c6),S[' ;~ ), rn~2), (J(SO) 




110 FILES ",it 
1?0 l iH'ur "I'JI'UT I ·'H t::~H·E I<UG '~"'" FIl.E NI\ '-1E ",A\ 
no t->: n , .. T 
11>11 " ' ; 'ilu~1 " ':' f 1 , s o 
1:.i 0 IF S O~() TttF.\j l ll O 
160 PIH~r "S O:),tTitI'JG \: IW ,'J(j I'ilT 'i FILE "HI ··It:: " 
110 STUP 
IB') I :WUT ''l''JPUT 'We OF I)Ul'J15 IN I :-..J rE lFt-<') :j<MI ","'I 
1 :~ I) PR 1 N T 
">,) 0 Ir~PUI "OUrIJUT i'd l\SE C() I< ~ E::: I Eu filE 'I .' ·IE ( '10 \J::r: ) 10 CIIE Ar::) ",~j, 
11tl P,H"l1 
?? o IV;SIG\J :H,2.1<0 
no IF IIU :: O THE\j 210 
, ~'. 0 1 F 1< 0 <> J T , I c: I.. 1 60 
,' .. n ~: ~ !r~ ." rto: 1 ~1 , .lqJ t c)') 1 ;~ ' ) 6 
, ',,, I V : ' 1 : () i , : L \j " ? () 
, ~ I () (; ., ) U r " I '.J :' II r l ' ~ , i':: \I' I~;' I) , U\ '.~ S Y '·1 :., E r ,~ ( IJ J I 'J T ", 'J ~ 
" , \1, , ) r< 1 'J T 
n (\ :H r.: 'W II I r , IE'~ 310 
3 () !) "\ J\ r I( E A ) :: 1 I A 
J 1 n ~ . .,\ ') • 1 




36() F\)~ K1=1 TO K9 
:Hn fO~ 1;::1 ro N 
VII) S [ 1 J :.: «(. d fIJ 1 U / N ) i) ( 1 - II 
391'1 NEAT I 
!, n 0 ''I U :; \I 'J - 1 
111(' FU~ 1=1 ro NJ 
'.2 () (,j [ I ) ~ x [ '~ (3 + 1 1 
4JO U[~ t 1-(J = xI N0- IJ 
II ',n 'H:: x r I 
4 5 I) fJ R 1 \j T (J[ 1 I 
401)1) PR[\lT 
47 0 FOR J='J5 TO N2 
4 1\11 R r J ) = 1 ( J J = 0 




530 NEXT K 
540 " U T J 
550 ~=7qOl.14~2/N 
560 FOR L=~5'1 TU N2-1 
570 1J=.54*R(L)·,2)itpHL-11·I-/(L+1) 
5~o t=,54*llLl·,23 it (I(L-l ).I[L+l I) 
590 ~=(ATN(E/O))*57,c95B 
69 
') 00 If 3<0 THEN 620 
f:ll0 GOlD 6.10 
b2n P=P+IAr) 
f:l3n If P> 1 J nlEN ()50 
640 GOTO 660 
(:,50 P=P·360 
660 (J(L)=P 
f:l70 NEAl L 
&80 Q[N2)=0 
6')0 I'RINT II I J:) UT ? :IIIr;E S" 
70(1 P~INT 
710 Gl5=O 
720 fO~ I=~5+1 TO N2 
730 G=fu(I·ll 
7 II 0 P R I \JT [, G , () [ I ) 
., 5 0 IJ 5 -: ~J 5 + 1\ rJ S ( () [ I J ) 
"/60 IHI1:;Q(IJ/57.295!3 
77(1 S(c*l-l )::COS(U[ I)) 
790 S(2 IQJ=SIN((.I[IJ) 
1(}0 NEXT I 
~ O('\ ~IH ~T 
'\111 l'fH:-.JT "AVE I~AG E I\USlJ LUTE OIFr-I:: iIE 'JCE ~ " j :)',/('Jc " \J3 ) 
'\2(1 1 ' ln~T 
130 Al=r:,.2831H/N 
g~O F Of< J=l TO N7 
fl-jO t ll"'J-«\J1 " 1)/ ~ ) " 1 
'I ',0 : I? :: I 1 il J • I ' . 1 " ~') / ( ( : J / " 1 ) I ;~ ) 
' III) Sl ,'5 2·:0 
:1!\0 H)I~ 1 :;N :'; -I r U "J2 
n90 A2 ~ Al~(1-1) O Ml 
90n Sl ~ Sl+S(2~I-IJ~CUS(II~) 
no S2 c= S2 "~;P"( J.':·S ' ·J( ·\2 ) 
() 2 (I "J!: ,q 1 
930 tH:.:S1- S 2 
94(1 ~[JJ=QIU(.5 !1+. I:(, ·;; CI)5( " c» 
950 k[J]=R(JJ/N2 
960 ~EXT J 
'J7 0 ,J 11 'J r 
9 n 0 ~) ,I( \J r " C I ' ' oJ .) L " r ' I) I ' I i' :', I n~ : •. ). i ~ .\ ' i ,. 
9 1)0 PRI'lT 
no o fU~ J=l ro :,19 
, 010 A=O 
lOcO FOH 1=1 TO "J7 
l(1)O A=A+t-«(IJ{) )« ([+J-IJ 
1 0 I. ('\ ~ E AT 1 
10')0 X[JJ=A 
lObO IF <1=K9 THEN 10HO 
1070 GOTO 10(}0 
109 0 PRI'lT n21XlJ] 
1 () ~0 NEXT J 
1100 PRI"IT 
11 1 0 I-' ~ 1 "I T II () I f H)~ E ;'J C E ( L E;'f - Id G IT) II 
112n PRI"Jr 
11)0 '1H=N9-«N7-1)12) 
1140 fOR J=1 TO 11 
1150 K=J-l 
11Sn L=X[~U- ' ] 
1170 ~=x[~a+~1 
1190 C=L-R 
1 1 ~ 0 IJ [ J l = A [3 5 ( C ) 
70 
" 
I~no PRl~T K,L,R,C 
1,' 10 NE.AT J 
1,'20 0"0 
I?IO FU~ J=1 TO 11 
12 'fo U=D+ (J[J) 
12:;0 '~o. T J 
1 ,' () 0 \) ,I) /10 
12/0 I'Rl'lT 
I , ~ \10 Pill 'JT "f\VEIU\ (,E f\ ;jSULUTE JIFFf:lI[ \jCE = "fO 
1 2 ')0 I' IHNT 
1 JOO Plll:\j T 
1310 ~J9="'8 
1)20 ~? = ~~-~1+1 
1 "n il ' J['( r K 1 
IJ ') I) . '; ~l!'H " i 'u ~)lIIU'Ij UF 'j'(" ; " ET~Y PLl{NT = "1 ", 9 
IJS il .' II .'JT 
1l ~) 1) ;; ,n\lT "CPU SECU NUS = ",C,JJ(O) 
71 
~fF'T 
In RE/o1 FfT DOES Cu511'...IE IIlA'...I~.i)RM UNLY 
20 RE~ USI'...IG HAr,1r-1PIG I\PO[)IlAII()\j fCT~ 
]0 REM N7 IS rUTAL NO. OF )ATA PTS FRO/o1 I~TE~F SY~~ PT 
40 rtEM N9 IS I N TE'WE'WGI~At~ 5Y '1'1£ I~Y POINT 
50 REM G j)ETEHMIN"~ S NO. OF PTS TO HE T I ~A'...ISfORM::\) (~ = 2"GI 
60 RE~ ~1 AND rll ARE ~ AVE NU~3ER LIMITS D~5IRED (~I'...I,~AK = 2800,600UI 
70 DIM K( ~ 10U),Y(4100) ~ I\(~, ~ 0) 
80 FILES " ,0 
<) () ,) I M A ~.( 0 ) , 1\ t ( 8 ) 
loO I NPUT "HWUr PHA SE C O.'H~. I'...IT[ ll fE , IO ~ I IA '-1 fTLE '...14M::: . II,A~ 
IIO PIHNT 
120 ft~ S IGN " ' ,l,SO 
1)() IF SO =O TH E·'Ij 1 SO 
}t.I) IF ')0 <>3 l l l t: N 10 0 
ISl) I :...IPUT "I NPuT TOTAL 'JO. Df )Arl\ I>TS FI l:) '~ I'JT :::Q f SY ~ "1 PT ",\j, 
160 P.UNT 
170 INPUT "1'...lPUT INTERF SYt-I "lET~Y tJT ", '1 '1 
IBO PRINT 
190 I NPUT "OUTPUT SPFCrRUI-\ FlU: No\ ME ( "l U 'J F E) T:> CK~t\rEI ", iH 
2 00 PHINT 
:)10 ftS S IG"l :l!>,2, 1 ~0 
, ~ 20 If 11 0 :;0 THE'I 2 (0 
2 30 IF RO<>3 TrlEN l~O 
240 C,IE ArF. !n. t1~ d30.?S6 
? 5n IF Iq..:U TIIU~ ?10 
?(>(l 'j r UI) 
2 70 I ' j ;)UT "I',j l 'I JT '/I\ LuE I.l F G ( 'p ). :) f I) I'S t' ~) I~ T,L \j S, = 2 1\ Gl ".3 
2 1'\ ,) ,',n'll 
2 J O 'J-,2 !H)G 
3 00 ~6=1. H I so 7 ~U l.14/ ~ 7 
11 n I :...IP U I II I 'J r> U T .': i\ V D H,H oJ E R Ll ',11 T'j ( ':1 1 t ',J? ) ". wi. ,0/ 2 
320 Pin ''IT 
:n 0 F = I i) 01 • 1 'd N 
34('1 n=INT « I'll/f) +11 
350 J4 ~ INT«W2/F)+ll 
3 (, a '~A T X:-: IE R 
1 (a '1/\ T Y :: I. t: ~ 
:3<1 0 FUI ~ 1=1 TO ~ ')-1 
3 911 li EM) t'lll\. 
40('1 'I f-~'( r 1 
410 F C)~ 1=1 TO '1 1/2 
'.20 I ~[" 0 u 1 I A ( 1 + c ) , Y ( [ + c) 
1+1 (1 'oJ!::.( T I 
~40 ~~ A D rllIX( N/2.J) 
45() Y(N/2+3)=0 
460 51=52=0 
4(0 FU~ I~l TO 'J/c+l 
4AO 51=<;1+ )( (1+2) 
49" S2 =S 2+YCI+?) 
500 \I !::.c.r I 
51 0 ~ 1 :: 2 '~ c; 1·· )( ( J ) .. )\ ( \I /? + 3 1 
5?o Sc=2 ct <;2 
C;Jo lI(1)=)((JI 
54'1 y( 11=0 
SSt') F \)I~ I =c TO 'J /2+1 
5 -; 0 K(l) = )((I+~) 
57" 1(11=(Y((+ 7. )-Y(I+ll)/2 
5 13 11 \II:'" T I 
Sql'l y(\I! c +l)=O 
72 ORrGrNAL PtAaQ " 
(',f POOR QUAlm 
, 
600 T=2 0 j.14159/N 
fo10 \j2=N/2+2 
620 \j)=N/2+J 
~10 FOR J=1 TO N/4+1 
1')40 Jl=J 
650 FOR L=l TO 2 
~ foO Tl=TO(J-11 
~ 70 K~ N/2+2-J 
6QO L1=\j/2+1+L 









790 NEX T L 
790 J=Jl 
qon ~=N 2-J 
in n X [ J ] = x [ N 2 ) 
R20 Y[J)=Y[N2) 
R31l X[K]=X(NJ) 
84n Y[K) :: y[ NJ) 
·l')() '.lE XT J 
I f, !) :; :~(j '·1 
< I 'n L. E T :.", 2 :H . G 
~ R n LET ~ = U~AT N (l)/N 
~9() FOK [=1 TO ~ 
90n LEr A[Il=XII]/N 
·111' l.ET YIIJ =Y[IJ/N 
r)? II 'j t: x T I 
~ )n FUK L=O TU G-l 
940 LEr Gl=2 0 0 (G-L-11 
9sn LE T r~=o 
r) ~O FOt'< 1=1 TO 2 00 L 
9 ln LET 1(l :: [ NT( ll/ Gll 
9fl n (ilY-d JU 16<10 
9 "Jn LF. I Yl ::CO S(pl; Kn 
1000 L~r Y2 = -SI ~ (P~K2) 
1010 fO~ J=l TO Gl 
1020 Ml=M · ~ l.1 
10)0 M2=M.l 
IO ~() Y3=X( ~ lJ YI-Y( MIJoY2 
I J 5 ,1 Y4=XlMlloY2.YUIl loYl 
1060 X(Mll=X[M2)-YJ 
1 0 7 0 Y ( ... I I = Y I ~12 I - Y4 
10QO Xl"'~I=Xl M 21+Y) 
10;0 Y[M21=YI ~2"Y4 
1100 LET M=M.' 
1110 NE XT J 
1120 LET M=M+Gl 
ll3a '\j EAT 1 
Il4n \jExr L 
1150 FU~ 1=0 TO N-l 
1160 LEr Kl=1 
1170 GOSud 16~O 






1230 X(K41 :1() 
1241) 1<1=V(ll) 
1250 Y(lll=Y[K4) 
12(1) v (KI. ) =1<) 
1270 'J[XT I 
1;'.\') X(II=(31.S21/( /. ~ N) 
'290 Tl=).1~159/(2d~) 
1301') 'Jl:;~-1 
1310 'J2 '-' t-.,J.2 
132" FO~ J=1 TO ~/2 
1 \31) .)I.=J 
tJ~" t J ~ L=1 TU 2 
1150 Jl ~ J.2-L 
131)0 K=NI-J 
1310 Kl='J2-J1 
13BO L 1 ='J-L 
1390 AI=X(JII-X[K1) 
l't 0 (l A :: Y ( •. 1 1 - Y'( K 1 
I'll 0 til;: ( X [ J 1 1 - X ( K 1 ) ) / S 1 'J ( Tl 0 (2 w J 1 - 2) ) 
11,20 l! = ( Y ( J 1 -V 1 I<: 1 ) I'll :-.4 ( r 1 ~ ( 2 0 J - 1 ) ) 
1430 A[Lll;:(AI-Ul)/4 
1 1,',0 'I' [ Ll 1 = ( A .. U lI4 
I (~")o J :1<: 
I/: ~)I) ' J~_AT L 
I 1.70 J : .J I. 
1-"H) K::: I'J+I-J 
1 ' ~ () n X [ J - 1 1 = X ( 'J 1 1 
ISon V(JI=Y(Nl1 
15 10 ,I,(KI =.,\( tJ2J 
1520 Y (~I = Y(N21 
1 ~ 3 I) 'JE 1. T J 
15 1H) "1 1 = 1 1 
1550 11=lr~T(J312)-1 
1560 12=INT(J4/2)-1 
1570 Ll=12-11-1-2 G Ml 
lS~O FO~ 1=1 TO Ll 
lC;~O )((4101-1 J=X[ 12*1·'1-"11 '1 
160n \ju. r I 
lAl0 (UR {=11-Ml TO 12-Ml 
1620 K=2 0 (I-ll+Mll*1 
lA11) X[K]=X[4100-12-1--1I1 
1"41) 1.[K+1]=vl I) 
1(51) \jEXT I 
1660 0(=1 
1670 J5=2~(II-Ml)-1 
1680 :;OTO 1170 
1690 t.E T 1<2=0 
1701) .U~ K=l TO G 
171n l U K3=INT (KII2) 
1720 LET 1<:2=2 0 (K2-K3)-1(1 
17)1) LET Kl=K3 
17100 \jEXT K 
1750 RE.TU~'" 
17(1) R:':M fOLLOwl'JG INTE " POLATES A~O S t~OOTHS FO~ ::OSI'lE T'Ih"lSFO~"1 Q\jLV 
11/n 'l~=~O 
11~n ~=2~NA 
1190 FO~ K=1 TO 4 
74 
I non FU~ 1=1 TO M 
I 'lln A=J.l 't\ 'j' ) " ( ~J : . [+,,~ ',q 
. 'I ? 0 I. = ( ). I '. 1 S ') / "(, ) ,> <I 2 
1 f"\ 3 0 II ( K , 1 ) ;: ( C; 1 ' J ( .'\ (d / .'\ ', ) .. ( • -; , •• ' I (l! ( 1 • C) ) 
IfJ40 Nf. XT 1 
I ASO 'Jt:x T K 
1 %1) J3:-;J3-J5+ 1 
1 fl '() Jf. = J'I- J "5 + 1 
I ljCjfl FIJ~ ) 'J3 TO JlI 
I H 'J (\ '( ( 1 ) ': • ~j ' I ,> X ( . J + • ~ j I ( ,~ ( .J . J ) ' .( ( J • I ) ) 
l~on y(t)=V()I ~Y ( )~V( ~ ) : O 
I?ln FOH K=I TO 4 
1020 ro~ I =: I TI) M 
l'Jl0 VI ' +1 )::'((/(+1 ) .,. ,q .).,. !' lp ·\[KtT) 
1 ') I, n Nt. A T I 
11.) :; n 'H': ... r 0( 
1960 FU~ [::1 TO S 
1970 PRI~T u2IV(I) 
19'HI NEXT I 
1990 'lEXT J 
;. () I) 0 I-' I <l 'l r "C .\ 1_ C. I: 1\ V E. ;o.J U '., tll:J~ i I <\ ,~;, E ,,: F " ( J J • , f ... . ;. , I" r l) " I F ~ ( Y, + J 5 - 6/5 ) 
;'I)lo f',nNI 
ell ;.>n f'IH NT "~I<\vE ~ U HL.! EI~ PlTt:: I< VI\L ' "IF/S 
eO .ln P ~I'lT 
;'0 Ill) '>HI'l1 Iq[S OLU ION = "i l/G I"C' i-l" 
.' () ' j I) .... , II ,'l T 
, ' I)(,n ," Ii'l\ '>r~ " lI ~, ~(,') \!l ) ') : "I e,' flO) 
75 
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